Abstract-This paper studies the optimal inspection of autonomous robots in a complex pipeline system. We solve a 3-D region-guarding problem to suggest the necessary inspection spots. The proposed hierarchical integer linear programming optimization algorithm seeks the fewest spots necessary to cover the entire given 3-D region. Unlike most existing pipeline inspection systems that focus on designing mobility and control of the explore robots, this paper focuses on global planning of the thorough and automatic inspection of a complex environment. We demonstrate the efficacy of the computation framework using a simulated environment, where scanned pipelines and existing leaks, clogs, and deformation can be thoroughly detected by an autonomous prototype robot.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CTIVE monitoring and frequent inspections are critical to maintaining pipeline health. As the most economical way to transport gas, oil, bio fuels, water resource, sewer, and so forth, pipelines have become an indispensable part of our daily lives. However, pipelines always suffer from aging and damages, which can cause great waste of resource, environmental pollution, and many other accidence. For example, the leak of petroleum pipeline causes ocean pollution and ecocatastrophe. Regular inspections and maintenance of pipelines are essential to keep them functional.
Unfortunately, the difficulty and the cost for human inspection can be extremely high, especially with the appearance of increasingly complicated pipelines nowadays (see, for example, Fig. 1 ). There are several reasons. 1) Pipeline systems are often buried/hided underground or into walls. Hiding pipelines' presence from the surround- ing environment is necessary for better protection of pipelines, as well as the elegance of the architecture.
2) The structure of pipelines is usually designed long, thin, and complex, in order to conduct long-distance transportation or circumvent-complicated terrain or limited space of the architecture structure.
3) The environment inside pipelines can be dirty and hazardous: Sewerage water or hazardous gas can be overflowing. These factors make direct artificial inspection oftentimes prohibitive, and, therefore, significantly increase the costs for the maintenance of pipelines. For example, to inspect the pipelines, people can dig holes in different pipeline sections for the inspection; high professional competence could be necessary especially when the environment condition is severe. Indirect methods include placing sensors outside the pipeline and monitoring parameters such as pressure, temperature, etc. However, the sensibility is easily affected by environment and the material transmitting in the pipeline. Pipeline clogs are sometimes directly penetrated with long sticks or wires, but it can be very difficult if pipes are curved or circumvented; another common approach is to blow out blockages using air pressure, which fails, however, if pipes have multiple outlets or cracks. In any case, to apply repair, the suspected area for clogging or leaking need to be located. This step usually takes the longest time and largest cost.
A. Pipeline Inspection by Autonomous Robots
With the development of autonomous robots and imaginarysensing technologies, pipeline robots that are equipped with cameras and sensors become ideal candidates to avoid tedious artificial inspection for automatic pipeline inspection and repair.
Current robotic inspection systems (see Section II) usually have a robot that is equipped with a camera and sensors; the robot moves around and transmits the captured images back to a remote monitor for the operator's inspection. The robot's movement and the camera direction need to be manually controlled by a skillful inspector. Such an interactive monitoring system provides easier and safer inspection. However, it can still be labor intensive (costly) and time consuming. In addition, complex pipeline environments could limit the extensive use of these remotely controlled pipeline robots. The mobility of remotely controlled robots could not meet the requirement for the inspection in complex pipeline environments, such as the urban gas pipeline, chemical pipelines, etc. The wired connections also limit the operation range of robots. Furthermore, the thoroughness of the examination may not be guaranteed and heavily relies on expertise of the operator.
An autonomous robot that can routinely inspect the environment and report cracks, clogs, or deformation will, therefore, be highly desirable. If such an inspection system can be developed reliably and conducted routinely, it will greatly save artificial costs and prevent the abnormal situations in important pipelines. To develop an efficient inspection plan for robots, according to different environments, to ensure inspection reliability (thoroughness) is related to several challenging geometric problems.
B. Optimal Autonomous Inspection by Region Guarding
Naturally, one wants to ask the following fundamental open problem for autonomous inspection: How do we conduct the most efficient yet thorough inspection? More specifically, given an environment to inspect, how many inspection spots are necessary to visually cover the entire region? The solution directly dictates the correctness and efficiency of an autonomous inspection system and, therefore, is critical.
Visually covering a given 3-D region is an interesting geometric problem called gallery guarding, defined (see Section III for details) as follows: Given a region whose boundary is a surface, find the smallest set of points inside the region from which all the boundary points (i.e., the wall) are visible. This problem, having high complexity, has been actively studied in 2-D. On general 2-D polygonal regions, this problem has been proved to be NP-hard. To the best of our knowledge, on 3-D regions approximated by polyhedra, which have much higher complexity, this problem is little explored and no efficient algorithm has been reported.
In this paper, we design a hierarchical integer linear programming (HILP) algorithm to find an approximate optimal solution for the guarding of a given 3-D region. Compared with the greedy and the optimal algorithms, HILP has a good approximation to the optimal solution (for instance, to guard a region in Fig. 3(d) , an optimal guarding needs 13 guards, the greedy approach needs 18 points, while our HILP algorithm guards it with 14 points) but is several orders of magnitude less than the direct optimization on time complexity.
Effective region guarding can greatly benefit the automatic pipeline inspection. Compared with existing manual inspection systems, the biggest advantage of the new inspection system built upon optimal guarding is its thorough (therefore, making the system robust) inspection using fewest (therefore, making the system efficient and inexpensive) necessary checking spots. The proposed inspection framework is illustrated in Fig. 2 , and the pipeline has two steps.
1) Preprocessing Stage:
Once pipeline is newly installed or when it is working well, we compute its optimal guarding, e.g., a small set of points {g i }. By checking on these spots, the entire pipeline can be visually covered. Then, a pipeline robot only goes to these points, scans the pipe, and builds up sequential height maps as templates. These height maps characterize the original pipeline geometry. 2) Online Stage: The robot will go into the pipeline to conduct inspection routinely. Every time, it only needs to move to these spots {g i }, scan the depth information of the surrounding environment, and compare these height maps with the corresponding templates. Abnormal geometry changes such as cracks, clogs, and deformation can be detected and located immediately. The main contributions of this work lie in both efficiently finding good approximate solutions of the NP-hard 3-D guarding problem and its application on robotic inspection. 1) Optimality: We develop an efficient algorithm to find approximate solution to 3-D region guarding. The solution indicates a smallest set of spots from which thorough inspection can be most timely and costly efficient. 2) Autonomy: We design an automatic pipeline inspection system for autonomous robots. Unlike other existing systems whose inspection quality heavily relies on manual controls, in our framework, robots can inspect on these fewest guarding points autonomously yet thoroughly.
3) Generality and Robustness:
The algorithm efficacy is demonstrated in our simulated platform. It is also generally applicable on various robot systems, such as our pipe robot prototype FAMPER [2] , which is equipped with a range sensor that provides 2.5-D range image with depth 
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Gallery Guarding
On a geometric region M , we want to find the optimal guarding, which uses the smallest number of points {g i } inside M so that any boundary point p ∈ ∂M is visible to at least one guard. Here, M is a 3-D shape whose boundary ∂M is represented by a polygonal mesh. For a given guard g i , any point p ∈ ∂M is visible to g i if the line segment g i p is entirely located inside M (we consider ∂M ⊂ M ). Various versions of this problem are generally called art-gallery problems, which are known to be a famous problem with high complexity. Even in the 2-D case, the problem is known to be NP-complete. "Very little is known about gallery guarding in three dimensions" [3] . To our best knowledge, no effective approximation algorithm has been proposed for 3-D regions that are bounded by general polygons, and this is the first practical algorithm that works for large free-form 3-D domains (such as complicated pipeline systems) represented by polygonal meshes.
The art-gallery problem was first proposed by Klee. Guards can be restricted to boundary vertices (p ∈ ∂M ), interior vertices (p ∈ M ), or mobile vertices. When guards are not mobile, they are called stationary guards. If guards are restricted to the boundary, they are called vertex guards; if there is no boundary restriction, the guards are referred as point guards. In 2-D, Chavatal [4] and Fisk [13] both showed that a simple polygon M ⊂ R 2 needs at most n/3 stationary guards, based on which, Avis and Toussaint [14] developed an O(n log n) time algorithm to position n/3 guards in M . When guards are mobile, we call them mobile guards. Furthermore, mobile guards are called edge guards if they are restricted to boundary vertices. O'Rourke [5] showed that n/4 mobile guards are sufficient for a simple polygon M ⊂ R 2 . More results are recapped in Table I .
The aforementioned theoretic work discusses the conservative upper bounds for necessary guards on various regions. Given a specific region, we are interested in designing practical algorithm to find its optimal point guards, which depends on topology and geometry of this region. An effective algorithm to compute the optimal guarding of a given region will benefit many geometric computing tasks. However, computation of optimal guarding is highly challenging. Finding minimal guards has been shown to be NP-hard for 2-D polygons with holes [15] , 2-D simple polygons [16] , and even 2-D simple orthogonal polygons [17] , [18] , using either vertex or point guards. Approximation algorithms have been studied in 2-D to get a closeto-optimal result in polynomial time complexity. Ben-Moshe et al. [3] [20] computes guarding for 3-D point cloud data, approximating visibility using -view. The algorithm is based on a randomized greedy approach.
B. Pipeline Inspection Robots
According to the degree of autonomy, pipeline inspection robots can be classified as follows [21] .
1) No Autonomy: Robots are fully teleoperated by humans via a tether cable. While the robot is traveling through the pipe, the pipeline condition data are collected and sent back by the robot, and then assessed by human operators. 2) Semiautonomy: Robots are partially controlled by automatic control programs [22] . 3) Full Autonomy: Robots are fully controlled by programs, and perform an automatic pipeline condition assessment. However, lacking effective technologies in efficient analysis of environment hinders the automatic assessment [21] .
1) Manual and Semiautonomous Methods:
There are many application inspection technologies, such as closed-circuit television (CCTV), laser surveys, sonar surveys [23] , rediofrequency identification [24] , and mobile sensor [25] . The introduction of CCTV inspection methods in the 1960s provided an inexpensive and safe option, and they, thus, have been the most popular and widely used approaches across the industry for many years. The CCTV provides rich videos/images information, which is collected by robots for subsequent pipeline condition assessment. Various CCTV methods have similar principles. The robot is mounted by a remotely controlled tractor, carries a television camera, and illuminates the interior of the pipe. The inspector has to identify and categorize defects by the image displayed on the monitor. When a defect is noticed, the inspector stops the robot and assesses the condition.
Advances in optical survey techniques have been utilized in the sewer scanner and evaluation technology (SSET) such as in [26] . Unlike the CCTV inspection system, the SSET may not need to stop for a zooming-in defect inspection. For instance, recent work in [27] has advanced the use of automated defect detection systems for pipelines.
Laser-based systems and ultrasonic-based systems are also used in pipeline inspection (see the survey in [28] ). Laser-based systems are generally implemented in two ways: the whole circle image method and the single spot scanning method [29] . The first method projects a full ring of light onto the wall in one go, while the single spot scanning method sends point-bypoint beams in sequential. These two methods indicate a tradeoff between accuracy and inspection time. The whole-ring image method allows faster data acquisition but has been found less ac-curate [30] . Ultrasonic-based systems use high-frequency sound waves to detect pipe properties such as thickness, shape, and presence/sizes of defects [31] . Laser-based and ultrasonic-based methods can be combined to obtain higher quality data [32] .
2) Autonomous Methods: A few full-autonomous robots have been developed for pipeline inspection. The Kurt [33] can run in dry clean pipelines guided by maps uploaded into the robot. The Marko [34] is designed for autonomous navigation in clean pipelines with diameter ranges from 300 to 600 mm. The Kantaro [21] is used to navigate in pipelines with diameter ranges from 200 to 300 mm, but only the horizontal mobility is considered. To design autonomous pipeline inspection robots, the main challenges include their moving ability, energy, and pipe condition assessment [35] .
In this paper, we use laser range finders to detect the depth (height) information toward sets of sample directions. The captured 3-D range images provide easy measurement of the environment. We focus on designing the algorithm and architecture of the effective autonomous inspection system. The guarding and subsequent inspection can easily extend to various systems that are based on different data acquisition schemes.
III. 3-D GALLERY GUARDING
The geometric abnormalities of the pipeline can be detected from the robot if the robot can see this region and measure the distance from itself to the pipe. Suppose the robot always checks at a set of same spots, and it has premeasured (template) distance information on each spot toward different directions, then it can tell whether the current pipeline is normal, i.e., preserving the same shape. These checking spots need to be intelligently selected so that fewest comparisons are necessary. Meanwhile, to guarantee that the entire pipeline is visually covered, we require that these points together can guard the entire region.
Given a point p inside the region M , suppose we represent the boundary surface of M using a triangle mesh ∂M = {T, V }, where V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v N V } is the vertex set, and T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t N T } is the set of triangles connecting them. We say that p is visible to a point q on ∂M (q is not necessary a vertex; it can be a point on a triangle from T ), if the line segment pq connecting p and q is totally inside M , namely, pq intersects ∂M only on q. We call the set of all visible points on the boundary {q}, q ∈ ∂M the visible region S(p) of p. Then, we say that a set of points {p} can visibly guard the entire region, if the union of their visible regions is the entire ∂M . Finding a smallest guarding set {p} that can cover the entire region is the optimal guarding problem that we want to solve. Our algorithm is based on the following intuitions.
1) As demonstrated in several medical visualization and virtual navigation applications (e.g., [36] and [37] ), medial axes (curve skeletons) usually have desirable visibility to boundary points (referred as the "reliability" of skeletons). An effective skeleton can guide the camera navigation, ensuring nice examination (visibly covered) of the interior of organ surfaces. 2) Hierarchical skeletons or skeletons for a progressively simplified mesh can be effectively computed and used to reduce the size of the optimization problem, leading to a computation of better numerical efficiency and stability against boundary perturbations. Many effective skeletonization algorithms (see a survey by Cornea et al. [38] ) have been developed for 3-D shapes. We use the algorithm in [39] since it efficiently generates skeletons on medial-axis surfaces of the 3-D shapes. Suppose the boundary surface ∂M of a volumetric region M is represented by a triangle mesh (also denoted as ∂M ) with n vertices, and the output skeleton has k nodes; the guarding problem is then converted to finding a minimal-size point set G from this k points, such that all n boundary vertices are visible to G.
A. Visibility Detection
A basic operation is to detect the visible region S(p) of a given point p. Following the definition, for a point q ∈ ∂M , to check its visibility to a point p ∈ M , one should check intersection between the line segment pq and ∂M . If the intersection is detected on a point q ∈ ∂M other than q and the Euclidean distance |pq | < |pq|, then q is not visible from p. The intersection between the line segment pq and ∂M can be detected by checking the intersection between pq and each triangle face
We need to compute the visibility of p against all the vertices of the mesh of ∂M . Simply enumerating every pv i to check its intersections with every triangle t ∈ T is time consuming:
time to check its visibility on all boundary vertices. We develop the following sweep algorithm to improve the efficiency to O(N T log N T ), i.e., O(N V log N V ).
We create a spherical coordinate system which is originated at p.
, and ϕ min (t i ) can be defined similarly.
The segment pv k cannot intersect with a triangle t unless they are adjacent:
The angle functions θ and ϕ are not continuously defined on a sphere. When a triangle t spans θ = π, we duplicate it to ensure that each θ of the original t is between [θ min (t) − 2π, θ min (t)) and θ of its duplicate is between [θ max (t), θ max (t) + 2π), by adding or subtracting θ by 2π. For each triangle t that spans ϕ = π, we detect and duplicate it in the same way. Using θ(v i ) as the primary key and ϕ(v i ) as the secondary key, we then sort all line segments pv i . Then, we sweep all segments following the angle functions one by one, filtering out triangles not satisfying condition (1) . Specifically, we define a counter c i on every triangle t i . Initially, c i = 0; when the segment pv, v ∈ t i , is being processed, c i ← c i + 1. The following two cases indicate that the sweep has not reached the neighborhood of the triangle t i , and we do not need to check its intersection with line segment pv
Therefore, we maintain a list L of neighboring triangles {t i } whose counters have 1 ≤ c i ≤ 3. When the sweep segment hits a new triangle t j , we have c j = 1 and add t j into L; when a counter c j = 3, after processing the current segment we remove t j from L.
Given 
B. Greedy and Optimal Guarding
Once visibility information for all skeletal nodes is computed, we want to pick a minimum sized point set that can cover all boundary vertices. It can now be converted to a setcovering problem, which is also NP-complete [40] : Given the universe point set V = {v i }, i = 1, . . . , N V , and a family S of subsets S j = {s j,k }, s j,k ∈ V, j = 1, . . . , N S , a cover is a subfamily C ⊂ S of sets whose union is V . We want to find a cover C that uses the fewest subsets in S. Here, V corresponds to the set of all vertices of ∂M ; for each skeletal node p j , j = 1, . . . , N S , S j contains all boundary vertices visible to p j . Each C indicates a subset of skeletal nodes that can guard the entire region. Skeletons generated using medial-axis-based methods with dense enough nodes usually ensure that S itself is a covering. This holds in all of our experiments. However, if a coarsely sampled skeleton cannot cover the entire V , we can easily include all those invisible vertices, i.e., their visible regions, into S.
A greedy strategy for the set covering is to iteratively pick the skeletal nodes p that can cover the largest number of unguarded vertices in V , then remove all guarded vertices v ∈ S(p) from V , meanwhile, and update S accordingly since the universe becomes smaller, until V = ∅. The greedy strategy is effective, and it yields O(log n) approximation [41] to the set-covering problem.
An optimal selection can be computed by 0-1 programming, also called integer linear programming (ILP). For every skeleton point p i , i = 1, . . . , N S , we assign a variable x i such that
The objective function to minimize is then N S i=1 x i , as we want to pick the fewest necessary points. Since ∀v ∈ V should be covered, for each such v i , at least one of its visible skeletal nodes P i = {p j |v i ∈ S(p j )} should be picked. Therefore, we minimize N S i=1 x i , subject to x i = {0, 1}, and
This objective function can be minimized using branch-andbound algorithms. When the dimension is small (e.g., a few hundreds to a few thousands), we can use the TomLab optimization package [42] to solve it efficiently.
C. Hierarchical Guarding
Computing the optimal guarding based on ILP is highly time consuming and it limits the size of problems that we can handle: General 3-D volumetric shapes can easily have a number of vertices (20 000-200 000) on its boundary surface, which is too large for this optimization. On the other hand, the greedy algorithm generates the guards in a locally optimal manner. Furthermore, the greedy strategy is not robust against local geometric perturbations. For example, a small bump could lead to global structural variance of the guarding points. We propose a hierarchical guarding computation framework which is based on the progressive mesh [43] , combining the 0-1 programming optimization and the adaptive greedy refinement.
We simplify the boundary mesh ∂M into several resolutions
. . , m, using a progressive mesh [43] . In the coarsest level i = m, ILP optimization is performed on all elements v ∈ ∂M m , and we get the coarsest level guard set
locally adjust them to maximize their visible region S(g k ).
2) Remove least significant guards {g||S(g)| < εN V } from G i .
3) Remove covered vertices {v|v ∈ S(g), g ∈ G
i }. Then, we solve ILP again on uncovered boundary vertices. With details increase in finer levels, new guards will be inserted into G i . Before applying the ILP optimization, we further conduct four reduction (see in the following) operations on uncovered regions to reduce the dimensions of the optimization. This progressive refinement ends when all boundary vertices are covered on the finest level i = 0.
Reduction: The dimension of the ILP optimization on each level can be reduced using the following reduction rules, without changing the size of the optimal solution. Suppose we store the visibility information in an incidence matrix A. If the skeletal node p i can see the vertex v j , then we let a ij = 1, otherwise (π cannot see v j ), let a ij = 0. Originally the dimension of A is N S × N V . The following four rules are applied to reduce it. 1) If column j has only one nonzero element at row i, we must take p i in order to see v j . Therefore, add p i into G, and remove column j. In addition, for all nonzero element a ik , remove column k (we take p i : all points that it sees are guaranteed to be covered, and, thus, now can be removed). 2) If row i 1 has all its nonzero elements nonzero in row i 2 , i.e., a i 1 ,j = 1 → a i 2 ,j = 1, then p i 2 sees all vertices that p i 1 can see, and we can remove the entire row i 1 . 3) If column j 1 has all its nonzero elements nonzero in column j 2 , i.e., a i,j 1 = 1 → a i,j 2 = 1, then guarding v j 1 guarantees the guarding of v j 2 , and we can remove the entire column j 2 .
4) If the matrix A is composed of several blocks, we partition
A to several small matrixes {A k }. In step 4, after removing vertices that have been seen by the adjusted guards from a coarser level, remaining boundary vertices could be partitioned to several connected components far away from each other, which can be optimized separately and more efficiently.
In our experiments, we simplify the boundary mesh to the coarsest level with 5000 vertices for the first round ILP optimization. Generally, we make each iteration to add in another 10 000 vertices. When the size of constraints is around 5000, and the size of variables (skeletal nodes) is around 1000, the optimization usually takes 10-50 s to solve.
Our hierarchical scheme together with the reduction processing has the following important advantages over both the pure greedy strategy and the pure 0-1 optimization.
1) It is much faster than the nonlinear ILP optimization. The current framework can handle large-size geometric shapes. 2) With similar performance, it usually provides better guarding solutions than a pure greedy strategy. 3) It is hierarchical and, therefore, is robust and stable against geometric noise. In our HILP framework, refined local details tend to not change the global structure of the previously optimized guarding graph in coarser levels. Fig. 3 shows some examples of HILP guarding on sculpture data, and Table II shows the runtime statistics. We use these irregular sculpture data to demonstrate the significant efficacy of our algorithm since our prototype pipelines on hand are relatively simple. To thoroughly cover and inspect complex pipeline system such as in Fig. 2 , using HILP we can find its guarding point set efficiently.
IV. AUTONOMOUS PIPELINE INSPECTION
Our guarding algorithm computes the set of necessary checking spots for thorough inspection. The inspection robot only needs to go to each guarding point, construct the current height maps (see Section IV-A), and compare them with the precalculated templates for abnormal identifications. When geometric changes are detected, the system refines the identification of the abnormal areas (see Section IV-B), and extract the boundary of the damaged region (see Section IV-C).
A. Height Maps Acquisition
The geometry of the pipeline environment is measured using laser range finders in our system. The distance from the robot to a point on the wall is captured and stored. A range image stores a set of depth information in a rectangle viewport along a direction, and we call it a height map. The abnormal detection is based on the comparison between precalculated height map templates and the current height maps. We compare height maps on each inspection point. Suppose the laser scanning has two parameters: the scan range angle α and the sampling rate s. α decides the field of view of the scanner, and s indicates the sampling resolution inside the field of view. As Fig. 6(a) shows, given a shooting direction, the scanner takes a snapshot of the environment, which produces a height map on a planar square region R, uniformly sampled with s × s points P . Since one snapshot can only cover an area within the current view angle, a planed motion sequence is necessary for the laser scanner to rotate and take pictures to cover the entire 360
• . The laser scanner with the scan range α and the sample rate s is placed at a guarding position o, which points toward an initial direction L; the height map acquisition processes can be simply conducted as follows.
1) Using the local spherical coordinate system which is defined at o, given a direction L(r, φ, θ), L takes a snapshot and gets a depth image P (α, s) [see Fig. 6(a) ]. A depth is defined on every point on the image p ∈ P , whose 2-D coordinate can be defined as
2) 3-D position of each boundary point v can be derived from the depth on its projection p(u, v). The transformation can be represented by a rotation matrix. 3) After taking one depth image, the laser scanner rotates for another height map. The motion plan of the scanner follows the rotation sequences: First fix φ, rotate θ for N times, increase π/α iteratively, and then increase φ to perform the θ rotation again until the whole spherical region is covered. The rotation path is shown in Fig. 6(b) . 4) Finally, we get the set of height maps {H L } collected in the aforementioned steps and save them together with the starting projection direction on every guarding point. In practice, during height map acquisition, the geometry of regions far away from a guard can be visible but captured less accurately because of the precision of the range finder or the sampling resolution. To tackle this issue, before guarding computation, we add a simple parameter d p for each skeleton node p: If a boundary point q ∈ ∂M is visible to p but far away, i.e., distance |pq| > d p , we consider q to be invisible. In other words, a guard only sees points in a bounded distance. The whole optimization algorithm can be applied exactly in the same way. In long and thin environments, more guards may be necessary, but each guarding region will have less long antenna, and the inspection accuracy will be improved. 
B. Abnormal Boundary Detection
After all height maps are obtained, on every guarding point, we compare the precollected template height maps {H L } [see In practice, the acquired depth data could have geometric and topological noise. By adjusting ε, the system can tolerate small deviations because of certain acquisition noise. On the other hand, a local efficient data preprocessing step in topological denoise or geometric completion/fairing [44] , [45] could also be helpful in cleaning environment noise.
Compared with reporting simply a set of sampled abnormal points, an accurate estimation of the bad region's shape is desirable. When a defective region is detected, in order to "zoom in" to see the shape of the defective region, we need to examine more sampling points by performing denser scanning around this region. During the initial scanning of the original pipeline, we may not do very dense sampling; therefore, with the same number of depth acquisition, we can capture a larger region in every shot for better efficiency. Regions among sampling points are approximated using bilinear interpolation h(E) ≈
To report a refined boundary shape of an abnormal region, we use a quadtree [46] subdivision scheme: Near such a region, boundary cells split accordingly to get the refined geometry. For each new point (u , v ), we detect its height h (u , v ) and compare it with the interpolated height on the template height map h(u , v ). Fig. 7 shows an example. The max level of the subdivision is determined by the resolution of the laser range finder. The boundary of holes, clogs, and deformations can be detected/refined using this paradigm, since these geometric changes always lead to changed height maps.
C. Boundary Extraction
When the refinement is done, the boundary of the abnormal region can be extracted and reported. We conservatively link the normal points on boundary cell up to form the boundary: Starting from a normal point on a boundary cell, linking the normal points in the cell along the edge, getting a neighboring boundary cell, and repeating this process until all boundary cells are traversed. Fig. 8 illustrates the process of quadtree splitting and extraction. In a snapshot, the grids are the cells, and the green polygon indicates a hole on the pipeline wall. Normal points are colored in green, while abnormal points are colored in black. In the coarsest resolution, we get the red boundary shown in (a). We can get finer boundary shape (b), and the extracted boundary is depicted in red in (c).
V. RESULTS OF SIMULATED EXPERIMENTS
Our guarding-driven pipe inspection system can be implemented on the prototype pipeline robot [2] , which can be used for the inspection of pipelines. This robot consists of four wallpress caterpillars that are operated by two dc motors each to provide steering capability to go through 45
• elbows, 90
• elbows, T-branches, and Y-branches, and make a superior performance in all types of complex networks of pipelines (see Fig. 4 ). The robot is also equipped with a powerful computing system that makes it extendable to various sensing and actuating devices, such as in our experimental system, for localization and laser scanning. The height information can be obtained using a multislit laser range scanner [47] , which has the size of about 110 m × 90 mm and includes a laser projector and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (the laser projector in [47] is StockerYale Mini-715L, which projects 15 slits, with an adjacent slit angle 2.3
• ; the CCD camera is Point Grey Research Flea2, which measures 330 points). The height information can also be obtained by laser scanners in [21] and [34] or other range cameras (e.g., [48] and [49] ).
The rotation of the sensor can be controlled by a small mechanical platform installed in the rear part of the robot; therefore, the scan can be conducted radially inside the pipe toward different directions. Several effective sensing platforms with similar mechanism have been developed [21] .
We develop a simulated platform for testing our algorithm (see Fig. 5 ), which simulates the process of inspection. We apply our procedure on this platform using several complicated 3-D virtual pipelines. The simulated results are convincing, and shows the effective inspection on pipeline geometry.
A. Hole Detection
If a hole appears on the pipeline, it can be identified online when the robot reaches the guarding point that covers this region, and matches the captured range depth images with the stored templates. We simulate this on pipeline meshes M by randomly generating some missing regions. An experiment is shown in Fig. 9 . A pipeline model and the necessary guards are shown in (a), where regions covered by each guard are rendered in a specific color for the visualization purpose. Any given region of the pipeline is covered by at least one guard and, therefore, is colorized. The height maps can then be generated as templates, measuring the "correct" distance from each guarding site to the pipe wall toward specific directions. This simulates range images obtained by a laser scanner. Now, we simulate the appearance of defected regions on the pipeline by generating some missing regions as shown in (b). When the robot checks height maps on guarding points, these holes can be immediately detected and illustrated in (c).
Another example is shown in Fig. 10 ; this pipe is guarded by 12 points (a). In addition, the damaged region of the pipe is big and with complex topology (b). In this case, the robot should check from more than one guarding points in order to detect the entire shape of such a big hole. The entire defect geometry is extracted by composing boundaries detected from different guarding sites. The merged boundary loop is illustrated in (c).
B. Deformation Detection
Small deformation such as bending, erosion, etc., can also be detected in our system as shown in Fig. 11 . The detected deformed region is colored in red.
C. Clogging Detection
Clogging also changes the scanned geometry of the pipeline and can be detected. Fig. 12 shows an example. The clogged solid (green) is detected, and its boundary geometry is reconstructed using height maps as illustrated in dark red. The robot will report the clogs when it is detected. In this example, the reconstruction merges the geometry of the blocking stuff from two aspects (from two guarding points) using their corresponding height maps. 
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an efficient 3-D guarding algorithm that can cover a given complicated environment using as few as possible points. Finding an efficient solution to the fundamental problem of how to inspect on fewest points yet thoroughly covering the entire environment can greatly benefit the autonomous design of inspection and exploration robots.
We have developed a simulation system of pipeline inspection, and conducted experiments to evaluate the efficacy of our system. With our optimal guarding, abnormal geometric changes of the pipeline such as holes, clogs, and deformation can be thoroughly detected online.
The remaining challenging issue for the current system is the dynamic environment mapping. The initial geometry of the pipeline system needs to be scanned to a digital model before the region-guarding computation. In addition, after the guarding spots are computed, the pipeline wall needs to be marked so that the robot can localize itself to know whether it is on the spot. The development of a system that a robot without this prior knowledge can do simultaneous 3-D mapping (i.e., reconstructing the map of the environment) and localization will be highly desirable. In the near future, we will study these localization and dynamic environment mapping problems by exploring effective partial matching of range images.
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